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String Formatting

Simple, default formatting

<- Indexed formatting

v--Indexed with repeating

Variable reference 

formatting

Variable attribute reference 

formatting



String Formatting - Contd

Combination Format

Additional formatting: Column width

Column width + justification



String Formatting - Contd

Custom filler character

Number sign formatting

Precision formatting + type 

specification



String Format Lab

• Ordered, indexed, named, named-dict formatting

• Specifying column width

• Number formatting



Generators

Gist: Used to “generate” the content on the fly, as opposed to stored all in 
memory

-̂- Generator function

← Usage of a generator to 

achieve results



Generator Lab

• Counter

• Fibonacci



JSON

JavaScript Object Notation - very useful for storage or transfer of objects



JSON - Contd

JSON is useful for the transfer 

or storage of data, because you 
can be sure that when you read 
it again, it is the same data

However, not all 

Python objects can be 
serialized into a JSON 
format; you will need 

to create your own 
parsers if you need to 

use custom typoes



JSON - Contd



JSON Lab

• Creating JSON strings

• Re-loading JSON strings



File IO

r - read mode; fails if file does not exist

w - write mode; creates files that don’t exist, empties files that do exist

a - append mode, just adds to existing files, good for logs

[rwa]b - binary mode; basically the same, except it operates on bytes instead of strings

r+ - Read / write mode, opens files if they exist

w+ - Read / write mode, overwrites files if they exist

a[b][+] - Append mode, [binary], [plus read mode]

File Input/Output - Otherwise known as “Reading / Writing to files”

Myriad uses - Saving data? Loading configs? Automating inputs?
Also supports various operation types



File IO - Contd

v-- Create a new file and write into it v-- Create a new binary file and write into it

v-- Read data from our file v-- Read binary data from our file



File Lab

• Create/write to a file

• Read from a file

• Iterate through file lines



Closures

Since functions can be declared anywhere, it’s only a matter of time 
before someone tries to make functions within other functions. And 
as it turns out, this is perfectly legal! These examples show creating 
and  calling functions within other functions:

It’s a function in a function! 
Well yes, but actually no...

This demonstrates a non-returning internal function, which simply prints a 

message. This also shows how inner functions retain the scope 
knowledge of their outer shells

This represents an internal function which both 

transforms data and returns a result. So, since 
an internal function retains scope knowledge 
and can return, how can we improve this 

technique to be more useful...



Closures - Contd

Well this is interesting, it looks like we can return the 

actual function itself. But surely once we’re out of 

scope, the internal function will lose hold of the 

external variable, right?

Turns out, not so! The function remembers the variables it has 

access to, even indirectly. Implementation details are left as a 
research exercise for the reader, but now we have the ability to 
create functions with “primed” variables. Can we take this even 

further to make something even more useful?



Closures - Contd

As it turns out, yes we can. The internal function can ALSO 
accept parameters, allowing us to set some parameters to begin 
with, then customize the rest of the execution later on.



Closures++ - Decorators

Sometimes, you might want to augment a function; not change how it does 
its job, but add some extra functionality to it. This can be done with 
decorators.



Closure Lab

• Logger closure

• Logging decorator



Variable Argument Functions

I mean this in two ways - 1. Functions which accept more than one argument, and 2. Functions which accept 
named arguments

Just like string format options, the function 

arguments can be combined to produce 

whatever effects you need. Defaults can 

also be specified.



Error Handling

So far, there have been a few instances where doing something wrong has thrown an exception. There are 
many more ways to throw exceptions, including intentionally, so how can we handle them properly?



Functions / Error Handling Lab

• Error handled math



Command-Line Arguments

Programs are most useful when input is varied; this can be dynamically asking for input, 
but that requires a human to type it in and is slow. Command-line arguments are 
generally preferred, as these can be supplied by a helper program, removing the need 
for human interaction when a program needs to be run many times, or just allowing a 
user to easily re-use certain information easily



Command-Line Arguments - Contd

However, this relies on the knowledge of positions; what if you 
don’t want your users to be tied by that knowledge? Enter 
named arguments; now, with a specified flag, your users can 
simply enter their data however they like, and your program will 
properly interpret



Command-Line Lab



Questions?


